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Application Programming Interface

ECB

emyConnect Backend
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emyConnect Database

ECF

emyConnect Frontend

EMY

Empowerment of Mobile Youth
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Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
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Integrated Development Environment

REST

Representational State Transfer
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Service Oriented Architecture

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation
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Executive Summary
This document provides an overview of all currently implemented emyConnect components
and functionalities which were developed with a strong emphasize on end-users needs. It
provides insights about the usage of the developed prototype (TRL 5), its look & feel as well
as the description of its main use case: the support of young mobile Europeans in raising their
awareness about political participation possibilities while they are living in an EU host country.
It describes specific information on the software deployment of emyConnect and the necessary
technical pre-requisites both for EMY individuals (emyConnect users) and EMY stakeholder
(emyConnect administrators).
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1 Introduction
This deliverable 3.4 E-participation platform for mobile citizens provides information for the
technical understanding of which technologies have been applied and finally implemented to
realize the findings within the EMY project reflecting the thoughts and experiences gathered
especially in Deliverable “2.3 - Results of post-election mapping and interaction activities in
Austria and Estonia”, “2.4 - Analysis of user requirements for designing an online tool for
improving engagement of mobile students across the EU” as well as the state the art analysis
in “3.1 - Current state of the art and gaps” and “3.3 - Specification of platform”. The
implemented tool specifications of the emyConnect demonstrator support young mobile
European youth (16-29 years old) to increase their political participation on a European level,
focusing in a first phase on the project countries Austria and Estonia.
The identified needs for EMYs to connect, engage and increase awareness about political
participation possibilities while living abroad as a European citizen in an EU member state is
addressed and has been reflected during the specification phase of the emyConnect
demonstrator. Different crowd sourcing events have been organised to focus directly on the
needs of the target group to verify potential improvements to the system. Another objective
was to figure out how to provide targeted information in an appropriate way that would appeal
to EMYs and enable them to become more democratically engaged. In previous steps a stateof-the-art analysis has been conducted to identify existing gaps on existing sources of
information for the target group and how they are addressed technologically.
During the online crowd sourcing events and through surveys developed by the consortium,
feedback from potential users of the emyConnect tool has been collected to optimize the
usability and flow of information within the tool to provide an optimal user experience for EMYs.
In a (digital) field test the prototype was tested by EMYs as well as a stakeholder during the
municipal election of the City of Vienna in 2020. Curated information about topics concerning
the respective election were presented to the test-users and feedback was gathered in
interviews, by surveys and in writing.
The fundament of emyConnect from a software design and architecture perspective is built
upon two major aspects. For the user, the EMY individual, there is a messenger user interface
available on the messenger service Telegram, since EMYs pointed out they would favour a
technological solution that is combining existing technologies (for more details see above
mentioned deliverables D3.1 and D3.2). For the admins, the EMY stakeholders (e.g. student
unions, European Youth Parliament and a like), there an Angular based multiuser frontend
Web interface realized with JavaScript in order to guarantee curated information within the
system. For instance, during the organized events, EMYs repeatedly emphasized the
importance of not receiving Fake News and that the credibility of the information disseminated
is an essential aspect for the acceptance of an emyConnect tool. As a verified stakeholder
such as e.g., the European Youth Parliament, student unions or any other organisation
relevant for the target group EMYs, it is possible to publish neutral information on upcoming
democratic participation events to enhance the democratic engagement of European mobile
youth in their EU host countries.
Common methods of software engineering have been used to first define the different use
cases of emyConnect in the design phase of the tool. Additionally, either security by design or
privacy by design principles have been considered throughout the entire software development
cycle. Considering privacy concerns requirements including the general regulation on data
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protection (GDPR) have been reflected. To provide a better understanding of the mechanisms
and architecture used for the emyConnect demonstrator prototype various screenshots of the
components serve to provide deep insights in the implementation.
As a main outcome of the crowd sourcing events it could be derived that the emyConnect
demonstrator prototype should be an enabler for humans to meet in person to discuss political
topics. Therefore Figure 1: emyConnect bringing together EMYs with stakeholders illustrates
how the tool enables EMYs to contact EMY stakeholders such as the city of Vienna or
European youth institutions. The aim is to provide and receive relevant and reliable information
in the context of democratic engagement.

Figure 1: emyConnect bringing together EMYs with stakeholders

2 Information for the software deployment of emyConnect
During the different project phases particularly relevant EMY stakeholders (the administrators,
who insert curated information to the emyConnect system) have been identified, that are
relevant for the target group of individual EMYs (the users of emyConnect, 16-29 years old
young Europeans living in Austria or Estonia but originating from another EU member state).
Such stakeholders are institutions or organizations like e.g. the European Youth Parliament,
Erasmus Student Network, student unions, or the European Youth Forum, which aim to
approach young mobile European citizens living in another EU member state to address
democratic engagement possibilities. To increase the chances of political participation for
EMYs first the requirements relevant for the target group have been analyzed during different
online crowdsourcing events and through online surveys to specify the needs and technical
specifications for the online tool and to bring all interest groups involved together. To be able
to use this tool certain technical pre-requisites are mandatory for a successful and satisfying
usage both for the EMY stakeholders and EMY individuals.

2.1.1 Technical pre-requisites for EMY individual (User)
For using the multitude of functionalities offered by the emyConnect tool, it is necessary to
account for certain technological parameters to provide a successful user experience for EMY
individuals who are eager to gain more information on how to increase their democratic
engagement on a European level. During the analysis and design phase of emyConnect the
Deliverable D3.4
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consortium members figured out in close cooperation with the target group that a specific set
of technical pre-requisites is mandatory to have a meaningful and reliable software solution as
an emyConnect demonstrator tool.
Hence elaborating the technical requirements of emyConnect, in the context of an agile
software development method within the EMY project and the according required system
engineering, these factors are required to deliver a desired function or behaviour from a system
such as emyConnect to satisfy EMYs needs in the context of political participation issues. The
technical requirements can either refer to systems like software, electronic hardware devices
or software-driven electronic devices, but focusing on the implemented demonstrator, this
means that EMYs might either use an Android, Windows, or Apple smartphone capable of
installing and running the latest version of the Telegram Messenger App. Therefore, a
registration within Telegram is needed for an EMY who wants to use the emyConnect tool.
The factors considered in technical requirements according to Deliverable 2.4 and 3.3 include
types like accessibility, adaptability, usability, auditability, maintainability, and performance of
emyConnect. The combination of factors and the individual emphasis of each to meet the
needs of EMYs most effectively were determined through a consultation process with the
EMYs in online events.

2.1.2 Technical pre-requisites for EMY stakeholder (Admin)
Besides the technical pre-requisites for EMY individuals there are certain requirements for the
admins to use the frontend web interface. For accessing the web interface, a current version
of an internet browser such as Safari, Firefox Mozilla, Microsoft Edge, Opera or Google
Chrome on either a Linux or Windows based operating system, is obligatory to access the
editing area of emyConnect with the provided credentials available for EMY stakeholders only.

3 Architecture and System components of emyConnect
The emyConnect system architecture reflects the input of EMYs collected during the crowd
sourcing events related to their target group specific needs. For the realization of the concept,
modern IT infrastructure has been used to bring the technical functionalities to live for the
EMYs. To provide a comprehensible and broader understanding for emyConnect stakeholders
different graphics are used to visualize the dependencies of the several system components.
Since data ownership and the credibility of the information circulating within emyConnect has
been pointed out by EMY individuals, current security mechanisms have been applied.
Broadly speaking on a high-level perspective, the emyConnect can be distinguished into the
major parts such as the emyConnect Backend, the emyConnect bot, which is the user
messenger interface for the EMY users. And lastly the emyConnect frontend as an interactive
multiuser web interface with the focus on administrating the system content to assure a high
sophisticated level of information quality, availability and accuracy as well the present meaning
of the democratic engagement activities.
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In short, the emyConnect software platform consists of two specific system component
categories. The emyConnect platform’s architectural overview is illustrated bellow:

Figure 2: emyConnect system components overview
Administrative components - enable trustworthy organisations (the EMY stakeholders) through
their representatives to publish curated information on political participation opportunities
within the emyConnect network. This functionality is implemented through a multiuser
graphical frontend (emyConnect Admin) and backend (emyConnect Backend).
Client components – enable EMY individuals to receive, by means of a chat bot on their mobile
devices, information on democratic participation possibilities provided by EMY stakeholders.
Two chat bots have been implemented, for use with Telegram and Facebook respectively.
The emyConnect Platform is designed using Service Oriented Architecture principles and
provides its functionality by means of dedicated Web services. Typescript has been chosen as
programming language for the implementation of the system components because it provides
a common ground, enables code reuse and is specifically tailored for WEB based solutions.
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Figure 3: emyConnect Bot, Frontend, Backend
In the following the system components and emyConnect components are described.

3.1 emyConnect Frontend
The emyConnect Frontend (ECF) allows EMY stakeholders to publish curated information with
a User Management Interface, its main function is therefore to be the content publishing
interface, to administrate the quality of the reliable information provided to EMY individuals.
The ECF further allows the stakeholders to add, edit, publish, or retire information on events
dealing with the engagement of EMYs in the democratic life in their host countries. The ECF
is implemented as a Web application using the Angular framework and Typescript/Javascript
language. The ECF runs entirely within the client’s web browser and interacts with the backend
by means of APIs. The ECF is served to the clients by means of a Nginx web server.

3.1.1 Login
Upon opening ECF in a Web browser the user is required to log in. The login credentials are
managed by the system administrator.
Deliverable D3.4
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Figure 4: emyConnect login interface
Upon successful login and based on its permissions, the user (EMY stakeholder
representative) can manage users, topics and topic categories as well as send notifications to
EMY individuals. This can be accomplished by choosing the appropriate entry in the side bar
of the interface (Figure 5: Interface side bar ).

Figure 5: Interface side bar
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3.1.2 User Management
On the emyConnect platform three user roles and their specific permissions are
distinguishable: administrator, coordinator, and reporter. The reporter can log into the frontend
and create content. The content created by the reporter is stored within the platform but not
visible to the outside world. In addition to the reporter the coordinator can not only edit content
but can also choose to publish it thus making it visible to EMY individuals. The administrator
role has all the above permissions and in addition it has the rights to manage user accounts,
details, and permissions.

Figure 6: User management page
User management is accomplished by choosing the “Users” sidebar entry. The “Users” form
displays the list of users and allows to create users or edit existing ones. Creation of users is
started by clicking on the “Create new profile” button. Editing existing user profiles is done by
clicking on the edit icon on the right side of the profile in the User list view. Profile information
encompasses first name, last name, email, permissions, and status. The email is used to log
into the system thus being the effective username that is to be used on the login screen. Profile
status can be one of ACTIVE or INACTIVE. The INACTIVE status effectively disables the
account and prevents user from logging into the system.

3.1.3 Category View
The information on political participation provided by the emyConnect platform is structured
into categories. This is done for grouping related topics and thus simplify browsing for EMY
individuals. Creation, editing, publishing, and closing (unpublishing) categories can be done
from the Categories View page. This can be selected by choosing the “Categories” entry from
the sidebar.
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Figure 7: Categories view display
The Categories view displays three list of categories: unpublished, published and closed. A
closed category is a category that has been published at some point in time is not relevant or
necessary anymore. As mentioned earlier, a category is only visible to the EMY individuals if
published. A category can always be edited independent of its publishing state given the user
has the appropriate permissions to do so.
A new category can be created by clicking on the “Create new category” button. The
category requires a name and a description. After providing the required information the
category can be saved for later publishing by clicking the “Save” button or directly published
by clicking the “Publish Category” button. Depending on the user permissions the
functionality and corresponding buttons may or not be available.

Figure 8: Create category
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Editing an existing category is done by clicking on the edit button on the right side of the
category entry in the list of categories. In the “Edit Category” view the category name and
description can be edited. Dependant of the current state, the user can also save, publish, or
close the category.

Figure 9: Edit category
As mentioned earlier, EMY individuals can subscribe to published categories and receive
notifications on updated information. Editing and saving a published category will result in a
notification sent to all subscribers.

3.1.4 Topic View
Similarly, to the Categories View, the Topic View page is used to provide an overview on active
(published) and closed topics as well as provide an entry point for adding and editing topics.
New topics can be created by clicking on the “Create new topic” button and existing topics can
be edited by clicking the edit icon on the right of the topic entry.
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Figure 10: Topic View page
The topic details page is used to create, close, or edit topics and respective details like title,
category, region of relevance, event details and frequently asked questions. Depending on the
permissions the topic can be saved, published, or closed. Every topic belongs to an existing
Category that can be selected from the “Category” dropdown box. Adding, updating, or closing
a topic results in a notification being sent to all subscribers of the topic’s category.

Figure 11: Edit topic
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3.1.5 Messages View
The Messages View publishing page is used to send notifications to users and advertise new
events and updates that are considered of relevance by the EMY stakeholder representatives.
These notifications are delivered to all EMY individuals by means of the emyConnect BOT.
The Messages View page shows a list of send notifications and allows to create new
notifications by clicking on the “New” button.

Figure 12: The Messages View publishing page

3.2 emyConnect Bot
The EMY individual interaction with the emyConnect platform is realized by means of social
bots. A social bot is a software component that operates on a social media platform and is
programmed to do pre-defined communication tasks. The emyConnect Bot allows EMY
individuals to receive stakeholder curated information on political participation opportunities in
their host countries on their mobile devices. It enables interaction with the platform through
mobile devices (smartphone/computer) by means of a user interface that enables users to
browse information, subscribe or unsubscribe from receiving update notifications.
Two distinct bots have been implemented, one for Telegram and another one for Facebook
messenger. Although the bots behave in similar ways, by implementing the same functionality
and interaction patterns, certain features cannot be implemented due to the limitations of the
respective messenger platform. Compared to Telegram, the Facebook messenger is very
limited in term of the functionality that a bot implementation can make use of. Dependent of
the limitations of a specific messenger platform further bots could be implemented in the future
to handle other types of information content.
The Bot implements two modes of communication. The first one is a direct message mode,
meaning that the user communicates directly with the bot on a private channel. The second
one is in a group chat. Due to restrictions in the Facebook platform the Facebook bot can only
implement the direct message mode.
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In direct message mode the user has the possibility to browse categories and corresponding
topics and FAQs. The interaction with the bot is realised by means of button like items that the
user can simply tap to navigate and display events and other details. The Facebook bot
implements the same interaction patterns while the look and feel are slightly different due to
the specifics of the respective platform.
The group chat mode is used to display push notifications published by the EMY stakeholder.
These notifications are solely for advertising and promoting new topics or updates to existing
ones. The actual interaction with the bot (e.g., browsing topics and FAQs) is designed to take
place in the direct message mode. This is done in order to hide the user-bot interaction from
the other group users and limit the amount of content published by the bot in a group.
The interaction with the bot in most cases takes place by means of a mobile device (most
usually a smartphone). This imposes some limitations in terms of the amount of content the
stakeholder should provide at a specific point in time. From a user experience standpoint, it is
recommended to expose no more than ten categories and ten topics per category. This
reduces the amount of data the bot pushes to the chat and reduces the risk of overwhelming
the user with too much information. The topic and category names as well as the topic details
should be short and concise. Topic details should provide links to more detailed information as
well as contact details that are relevant in that scope.
The communication between the bot and the emyConnect Backend is asynchronous. The
implementation makes use of listeners to receive messages from and provide interaction with
the user. It is implemented by using a publish/subscribe pattern by means of an ActiveMQ
service. This enables for loose coupling between the bots and the backend, while at the same
time enforcing process boundaries. It can access additional information through the API
provided by the emyConnect Backend.
In order to keep track of the conversations only the Telegram/Facebook user id is stored in the
emyBackend. No other user information is stored to guarantee privacy.
The bot implements a state machine in order to keep track of the interaction between EMY
individuals and the bot. The state machine implements the states and state transitions and
stores the current conversation states in the Redis database alongside the messenger
identifier of the user and their display name. In order to ensure privacy, the chat history or
additional information is not stored by the emyConnect platform.

3.2.1 EmyConnect Telegram Bot
In group chat mode the bot can be added to the conversation by a group administrator. This is
accomplished by adding a user with the name emyConnect (Figure 13: Search for emyConnect
Bot in Telegram). The bot pushes in the group chat notifications published by the stakeholder
through the frontend Messages View and redirects the user to the private chat mode my means
of the “Get Additional Information” button (Figure 14: “Get additional information” button).
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Figure 13: Search for emyConnect Bot in Telegram

Figure 14: “Get additional information” button
The private chat mode, in a similar way as with a regular user, the interaction with the Telegram
bot is initiated by searching for a user with the name emyConnect.
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Figure 15: emyConnect private chat
Upon chat initialization the user must click on the displayed Start button (Figure 15:
emyConnect privat chat).

Figure 16: emyConnect start chat
The user is presented with a welcome message (see Figure 16: emyConnect start chat). By
using the available buttons, different options like categories, their corresponding topics,
FAQs are shown. Additionally, functions like subscribe or unsubscribe from topics and
update notifications in specific categories (Figure 17: emyConnect functionalities) are
available.
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Figure 17: emyConnect functionalities

3.2.2 EmyConnect Facebook Bot
The emyConnect Facebook Bot’s implementation and functionality is similar to that of the
Telegram bot and enables users to browse categories, topics, FAQs and subscribe to update
notifications. Due to the nature of the Facebook Messenger platform bots cannot take part in
a group conversation, while at the same time need to be associated with a Facebook page.
For test and demonstration purposes the emyConnect Facebook page has been set up. In
order to start the interaction with the bot it is sufficient to send a message to the Page. The
user is presented with a welcome message and can use the provided buttons to browse the
provided information.
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Figure 18: emyConnect Bot on Facebook
The emyConnect Bot is implemented as a WEB service and provides its functionality by
implementing the appropriate HTTPS requests necessary for integration with the Facebook
platform.

3.3 emyConnect Backend
The emyConnect Backend (ECB) is the core component of the emyConnect Platform. Its main
functionalities encompass user profile management, user notification mechanisms, topic and
topic category creation and publishing and category subscription functionalities. It implements
the information model and provides its functionality through REST APIs for interaction with the
other components.
The backend is implemented as WEB service with a model controller pattern. This enables
separation of the information model from the implemented functionality and thus model reuse
within other components.
The ECB persists information by means of the emyConnect Database (ECD). It does so by
storing documents using the Couchbase NoSQL database as JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) format. This representation is used intensively throughout the implementation, mainly
because of its human readable form and being the main object representation used by the
chosen programming language.
Alongside synchronous communication interfaces (REST API), the backend provides
asynchronous communication by means of message queues. It does so by implementing a
publish / subscribe pattern on top of ActiveMQ. This ECB acts as a publisher of notifications
containing information on political participation. This is necessary in order to enable subscriber
EMYs to receive updates without actively searching for them.
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3.4 User Feedback
During the validation phase of the emyConnect tool a live test during the municipal election of
the City of Vienna was conducted. On different test days EMY individuals and a representative
of the City of Vienna were invited to test emyConnect’s content and functionality for stability,
functionality and appropriateness of system and content.
During the feedback sessions it was pointed out the importance for a search and reply
functionality. Commenting or editing content appears not as a requirement for such a tool used
by European mobile youth.
The offering of a broad spectrum of content dealing either with European Citizenship,
Contextual information about voting procedures, Administrative information, Practical
information, or general Political information was appreciated. It can be summarized that on the
first testing day administrative information about how to register and where to participate in the
local municipal Viennese elections has been the most important source of information for
EMYs. After asking the EMYs on how to present the relevant curated information, to best
address their needs, it can be stated that the vast majority favours short videos or text
description that covers content they might consolidate to increase their awareness on political
participation possibilities.
On the second test day EMYs raised especially concerns about the following three areas which
appear to be the most prominent issues reflecting the design of an information security system
as emyConnect represents one. EMY individuals have strong thoughts on a secure
implementation also followed up by privacy by design questions as well as simplicity in the
usage of the various functions which might be available for EMYs in the future for the further
development of such an online tool combining different technologies and architectural models.

3.5 Deployment and Security
The emyConnect system is designed to be easily deployable within the EMY stakeholder IT
infrastructure. The implementation uses Docker containers enabling fast deployment,
scalability as well as running multiple instances for different thematic purposes. Multiple
instances of the bot can coexist on the same messenger platform under individual names
serving different stakeholders and their thematic context.
“Security by Design” principles have been used when designing the emyConnect system. All
EMY services are designed to run within the stakeholder network protected by a firewall. There
are no inbound network connections necessary for the execution of the system. By designing
the system in this manner, the attack surface is reduced to a minimum. In addition, the system
makes use of well proven software components, authentication and software design patterns
in order to further strengthen security aspects.
Communication between emyConnect frontend and backend is secured through HTTPS and
client/server certificates while authentication is realized through a combination of HTTP basic
authentication and session cookies. The frontend is based on Angular/Javascript and runs
entirely in the browser on a client machine and accesses the backend REST interface running
on a server within the same institutional boundaries. This separation ensures clear process
barriers and makes use of modern, widely accepted and supported technologies. The backend
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stores the data in a Couchbase DB that adds another layer of security while not being directly
accessible from the frontend or outside world.
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